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About This Game

It’s time to usher the past into the future in this enhanced recreation of Sonic CD!
Sonic travels to the distant shores of Never Lake for the once-a-year appearance of Little Planet - a mysterious world where

past, present, and future collide through the power of the Time Stones that lie hidden within it.
Sonic arrives only to find the once beautiful world imprisoned beneath a twisted metallic shell. His arch-nemesis, Dr. Eggman,

has come for the Time Stones and with them, will soon have the power to control time itself!
In order to put an end to Dr. Eggman’s nefarious schemes, Sonic must use the power of Little Planet to travel through time;
breaking Dr. Eggman’s hold over the future by destroying his machines in the past and recovering the missing Time Stones!
Featuring 16:9 widescreen, achievements, leaderboards and both the US and Japanese soundtracks, experience the adventure

through time that introduced the world to Amy the Hedgehog and Eggman’s most evil creation, Metal Sonic.
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Title: Sonic CD
Developer:
Blit Software
Publisher:
SEGA
Franchise:
Sonic the Hedgehog
Release Date: 19 Jan, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP or higher

Graphics: 32MB or greater graphics card

DirectX®: DirectX® 9.0 or greater

Hard Drive: 50MB free disc space
System specs for classic launcher.

English,French,German,Italian
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Everyone involved with this game deserved their beer money.. Amazing Game. (But is free, apogee release as freware).. I
bought this because at the time there really wasn't much VR content out there. The environment is nice and if you line up a chair
with the one in game it's nice, but this program is very limited. Only has youtube access and I found the UI was a little clunky.
Your money would be better spent on something like Virtual Desktop.. Good standalone expansion built off the groundwork
from the base game!
Make sure you know you can double jump by hitting space twice or you won't make it navigating!. I fully understand that there
are a lot of challenges involved when it comes to developing a VR game, especially when it's a large open-world RPG like
OrbusVR. I also understand that you need money to be able to make games. However, as a consumer i have expectations of the
quality and content of the products i purchase. Especially when a game costs as much as 40 euros.

OrbusVR is currently in a rough state. There are a lot of bugs, the combat is underdeveloped, a large portion of my view is
obscured by all the items i'm wearing and everyone can be heard coughing and sniffing because voice chat is enabled by default.

That's not to say that there aren't any good things. The game runs well, the art style in consistent and the controls are pretty solid.
You got your large open world, public events, quest givers, crafting systems and fishing. The fundamentals of an RPG are
definitely there.

When you start off you receive all the abilities of your class right away. Most classes don't have a lot of variety in their moveset.
From my understanding there are no new things you can unlock by leveling up, so i would essentially take the most effective
combo and repeat it forever.

While i haven't been able to fully experience all of the content in the game, there isn't much on Youtube that indicates that the
gameplay would become any more exciting later on. I had a positive first impression, but it felt like there wasn't much left for
me afterwards. For that reason i cannot recommend the game with it's current price.

However, this game has tons of potential. I encourage the developers to keep doing their best and polish the game on their pace.
I will definitely come back if there's a sale of if the combat gets an overhaul. Until then, i'll stick to watching videos.. I really
like the game. As it is still very early it does have some bugs and some spelling errors but I have got to say It is a realistic and
enjoyable game. some of the notable buggs are that of the talking to person when you open it it works fine but then you close it
and latter want an update of the person how he is feeling it shows no dialog of feedback.
For what it is The game runs good it is worth the cost right now I see a great market for the game in the future I look forword to
further updated in the future Thankyou .. Tobias : [as Trinity and Bambino ride into the Mormon camp] Welcome, brothers!

Bambino : [gruffly, to Trinity] Who told him we were brothers?

Trinity : [innocently] Wasn't me.. Average quality casual tower defense style game, nothing special but the achievements are
simple enough,
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Unbalanced. Do not get this mod until the developers stop worshipping Adolf Hitler and balance the maps, because every single
map in this mod is so Axis sided.

Axis get:
1. MG42s that are unavailable to Allies' hero classes
2. 8 out of 32 slots can use the StG-44 (no hero class needed)
3. 4 Elite Assaults can use the semi-automatic G43 (no hero class needed)
4. Hero Riflemen can use the Allies' semi-automatic M1 Garand, and not the bolt-action kar98.
5. Germans get mines similar to the Japanese
6. Semi-Automatic Sniper Rifle in the Scoped G43
7. Maps are very Axis sided in geography.
8. Suppression charge

Allies get:
1. A bolt action with 10 rounds but same ROF as other bolt actions
2. A Grease Gun.
3. M1 garand with terrible sights which can be used by the Axis by their heroes
4. Inferior MG

The one advantage the Allies' had in Rising Storm, superior firepower, is non-existent. Meanwhile, the Axis side has even
MORE goodies to play with than what they had in RO2.

Do not support the developers of this mod until they fix it.. Let me start off by saying that Playclaw 5 is a brilliant recording
utillity......... When it works... after weeks of researching all of the other options and watching countless YouTube videos I
finally made a decision to buy Playclaw. It had everything you could want in a program.

- A variety of compression methods including H.264 hardware compression.
- Cusomisable overlays from FPS to CPU and GPU monitoring
- PiP webcam support
- Ability to record multiple audio streams
- Multiple profiles

and much more.

Where if falls down is its VERY inconsistant. I could record a gameplay with no problems at 60FPS then later the same day I
could record another gameplay and Playclaw decides that it's not going to, well, play. Playclaw would then not record, and the
game would freeze resulting in me having to force close the software and the game.

I have endlessly trawled the forums for a solution and unfortunately there doesnt seem to be a definative answer for this issue, I
have also disabled all other overlays such as 'Steam in game' and Origin in game' just to ensure there are no conflicts

I must say that I really wanted to like this software and I love it when it works but its becoming more and more unreliable
especially for a 'full relaease'

I recently upgraded my GPU and decided to try nVidia Shadowplay (which is free) and so far it hasn't skipped a beat. It records
full 1080p @60FPS with a manageable file size it also has an in built stream to Twich feature which is sadly lacking in
Playclaw. Shadowplay doesnt have the ability to separate audio tracks at the time of writing this and the PiP webcam support is
for Twich broadcast only but there are two main differences between Playclaw and Shadowplay.

1)Playclaw is a paid program which still need work with its basic functions, Shadow play is in Beta and is FREE with nVidia
GPu's 600 series and above.
2)Playclaw is a 'full release' but has inconsistant performance. Shadowplay works first time EVERY TIME!!!!!!!!!!

Summing up Playclaw should have been the beacon of shining light, the user friendly way of recording gameplay but
unfortunately the performance is way too inconsistant for me to recommend it in its current form. which is a shame really. If
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you can get it to work consistantly well done and please let us all know how you did it.

If you want something that works first time, every time without stressing your system too much and you think that not having
PiP webcam in locally recorded video is an okay trade off for something that works all the time, get Shadowplay or MSI
Afterburner if you can.

Note: Steam says that I have used this software for 0 hours I can assure you this is NOT the case!!!!.
Unveil delivers what it promises - a survival game where the main opponent is nature itself. It's a beautiful little gam:
challenging, fun and peaceful, with enough content to do a decent job of holding off the inevitable triviality that survival games
all must eventually fall prey to.
The audio is polished, and the overall look of the game is really impressive compared to other RPG Maker games I've seen.

The developer posts dev logs on YouTube very frequently and his enthusiasm for Unveil is contagious. You can tell not just
from the weekly bugfixes and content patches, but from the little details just how much love and thought go into this game from
its creator.

On the question of whether I can recommend it, I'd say 'yes', to those who enjoy early access games in general. At the moment,
there's probably between 5 and 10 hours of content to Unveil, which to me justifies its asking price. However, supporting such
an amazing developer is its own reward. Not to mention that going by the rate of updates since launch, the amount of content in
Unveil is looking to increase drastically in the near future.. how to play this mod?. There's stoopid, and there's stoopid. And then
there's THIS.

  Five Nights at Freddy's has so much to answer for. Yes, it has spawned some worthy imitators (Sophie's Curse, Boogieman),
but boy oh boy are most of these "homages" misguided. A combination of spaghetti-slapping and malicious teddy bears must've
seemed a wise idea in SOMEBODY'S head...I'm just glad that head isn't mine. The brain truly boggles.

  Is it scary? Sure. But only in the most superficial way. I won't exactly be lying in bed tonight, dreaming about assaulting pasta
while waiting to be r*ped by stuffed toys. This certainly isn't "psychological horror", unless you have some very serious kinks
you should probably see a psychiatrist about.

  The spooks also come out to play so quickly that there's almost no time to generate any suspense. Suspense is key to making
jump scares work. The jump scares in this game were more annoying than genuinely terrifying, not least of all because I never
got a chance to get the hang of things.

  There's a tutorial, but the enemies don't appear until you start the game proper. So yes, it's one of those trial-and-error, die-a-
hundred-times-or-look-up-a-walkthrough-to-learn-each-and-every-enemy's-different-behaviour-type propositions. The learning
curve is extremely STEEP, to say the least.

  Devs: look at the first FNAF if you want to learn about good game design. Go easy on your player for the first level or so. I
couldn't even make a minute in this one without dying. Sure, I could have persisted, but fifteen minutes of my life is quite
enough to know when I'm not having fun.

  A quick look at other reviews, screenshots and the trailer further suggest that there isn't much "to" this game. Four repetitive
enemies, one setpiece, and a "survival" timer in lieu of a plot. So I guess I'm not missing out on much. I probably saw most of
the game anyway.

  The graphics and sound are pretty slick, but that's about it. I doubt this would even be worth it for "the memes"...but your
funeral is, of course, your own to decide. Maybe you'll get a solid hour's entertainment out of it, if you're lucky.

  Verdict: 4.5/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http://store.steampowered.com/curator/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit/
http://store.steampowered.com/curator/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games/?appid=398210
Cheers!). Really enjoyed it despite its faults.
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+ I adore the art style, really sick character designs and environments.
+ I enjoyed the story, I like how the protagonist is just trying to save his skin and doesn't have anything heroic about him
+ I liked most of the puzzles, especially the ones where you have to arrange troops before a battle
+ good voice acting
+ doesn't take long time to complete
- I felt like some puzzles didn't have enough clues, I had to resort to a walktrhrough
- The game is hard to navigate, especially in the mercenary camp in the beginning - the layout is confusing and area exits are not
evident. I've given up when I first tried playing, constantly getting lost and going in circles.
- there is a bug when you can't travel across the map unless you repeatedly press F5 while having FRAPS recording video. Its
fun to pass the time on a old Windows 7 PC.. I paid $50 dollars for this app, a long time ago.

Since doing that, I've used it very little, for a couple of reasons.

First, it impacts performance significantly, making all games frop their framerate a huge amount.

Secondly, right after I bought it, it seemed the world of sharing gameplay videos changed to streaming. There's no streaming
ability with this app, it simply records.

Granted, there are lots of options for video format, size, resolution, quality, etc, however, I just don't feel like it was ever worth
the $50 I spent on it.

If it had some sort of streaming, perhaps I could overlook its other faults, but as it currently sits, it just doesn't feel like I made
the right choice, when buying an app for sharing my gameplay.

Unfortunately, I don't recommend it.. well i enjoy this game im hopping becomes better remind me of sky force classic shoot
em up keep up the good devs
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